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A spectral representation for the self-adjoint Schrijdinger operator H = 
--d + V(x), x E RS, is obtained, where V(x) is a long-range potential: V(x) = 
O(l x I-lllel-*), grad V(x) = O(l x [- (3/*)-q, AV(x) = O(l x I-8) (6 > O), A 
being the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the unit sphere Q. Namely, we shall 
construct a unitary operator .F from PLz(Rs) onto L,((O, co);&(R)), P being 
the orthogonal projection onto the absolutely continuous subspace for H, such 
that for any Bore1 function oi(l\), 
(0) Pf>g) = j-= (&9(~f)(4, PXUqm a. 
0 
We have previously shown (Ikebe-Sait6 [l]) that a limiting 
absorption method is applicable to the Schredinger operator with a 
long-range potential, 
T = ---A + V(x), 
in the n-dimensional Euclidean space R”. The potential V(x) is 
long-range in the sense that there is a 8 > 0 such that V(x) = O(l x I-“) 
and aV/ar = O(l x l-l-,) at 00. Applicability of a limiting absorption 
method roughly means that if f is in an appropriate function space, 
then the unique solution u(x,f) of the equation 
(T-z+ =f 
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with a certain asymptotic condition at co for nonreal x, can be con- 
tinuously extended to a boundary function u(X 5 ;O,f) for real 
X, which uniquely solves the problem 
I (T-A)24 =f, u satisfies the radiation condition. 
(The radiation condition is an asymptotic condition, depends on 
X + i0, and, actually, is the limiting form for z -+ h & i0 of the 
asymptotic condition for the case z f real.) By using this method 
we have been able to show the absolute continuity of (the positive 
part of) our Schrodinger operator. A similar result has also been 
obtained by Lavine [2]. 
Our purpose in the present paper is to develop a spectral theory on 
the basis of the above-mentioned result for the unique self-adjoint 
realization H of T in the Hilbert space H = L,(R3) (we restrict 
ourselves to the case n = 3). Namely, we shall establish the existence 
of a unitary operator 9 from H,, , the absolutely continuous subspace 
for H, onto X% = L,((O, co); h) (h = L,(Q)), which diagonalizes H. 
(We shall be concerned exclusively with the absolutely continuous part 
of H, for it is completely separated from the singular part in the sense 
that no singular spectral points are found in (the interior of) the spec- 
trum of the absolutely continuous part.) Germs of the main ideas of 
our theory may be found, on the one hand, in the time-dependent 
treatment of the long-range scattering, especially in the definition of 
the modi$ed wave operators (see, e.g., Alsholm-Kato [3]), and, on the 
other, in Jager’s work [4] on the eigenfunction expansion for ordinary 
differential operators with operator-valued c0efficients.l 
Let us take the Schrodinger operator T with V(X) short-range (for 
instance, with compact support), and explain JHger’s idea in a manner 
adapted to our case. As has been done in Ikebe [5], eigenfunctions 
~(x, h, w) may be obtained by solving the Lippmann-Schwinger 
equation 
P)(x, A, W) = exp(iW<w, x>) 
1 Compare also Jlger’s previous work referred to in 141. In the author’s opinion his 
ideas and methods are very similar to those used in the theory of elliptic partial 
differential equations rather than to those employed in studying ordinary differential 
equations. 
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and the unitary operator 9 (generalized Fourier transformation) may 
be defined by 
(9$(X, OJ) = (4-n3/2)-1 PI4 s, y(x, A, w) f(x) dx. 
However, in the light of JPger’s work, we can recapture g in the 
following way. 
(Ff)(h, w) = 77 l/2 l 4 rm r exp(-2X&) u(X + iO,f)(rw), x / ;,, 
where u(X + iO,f) is the solution of (T - h)u = f verifying the 
outgoing radiation condition. The coincidence of these definitions 
of 9 may be checked easily in the case V = 0, for then 
In the case of a long-range potential we have to modifr exp( --i h1i2r) 
which appears in the latter definition, and calculate the limit more 
carefully, which will of course complicate our procedures. 
In Section 1 we shall first explain the limiting absorption method 
that has been developed in [l], and then discuss an improvement of 
the radiation condition. In Section 2 we shall construct the operator 9 
and prove its isometry. The proof of its unitarity will be given in 
Section 3. Section 4 will be reserved for remarks on some possible 
generalizations. 
Here we mention the recent work [6] of Sait6. He deals, like JHger, 
with second-order ordinary differential operators with unbounded 
operator-valued coefficients defined on (0, oo). His results are appli- 
cable to Schrodinger operators with long-range potentials in Rm 
(n # 2). The ideas are essentially the same as ours. 
1. ASSUMPTION AND LIMITING ABSORPTION METHODS 
In the present paper we are to deal with the Schrodinger operator 
T = --P + V(x) 
in Ra, where d denotes the Laplacian, and V(X) is the so-called 
potential which will be assumed to satisfy the following requirement.2 
* The assumption (1.1) may be weakened in several directions. See Section 4. 
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(1 .l) V(X) is a real-valued smooth function of x E R3 such that for 
some 6 > 0, 
(i) V(X) = O(l x 1--(1/2)--6) (I x I - a>, 
(ii) grad V(X) = O(l x 1--(3/2)--6), 
(iii) AV(x) = O(l x I-“), 
where A denotes the negative Laplace-Beltrami operator on the unit 
2-sphere Q which acts on the angular variables. 
Under the above assumption it can be easily verified that T deter- 
mines a unique lower semibounded self-adjoint realization H in the 
Hilbert space H = L2(R3) of all square integrable functions over R3, 
whose norm and inner product will be denoted by 
~lfil = WY” and (.L g> = s, f(x) g(x) dx- 
Let E be the spectral measure associated with H. It is then known 
that the part of H in E((-co, 0))H is discrete, i.e., E((-a~, h))H is 
finite-dimensional for each A < 0, and the essential spectrum of H 
covers the nonnegative real axis [0, co) C R = RI. 
In order to obtain more detailed information about the spectral 
structure of H on (0, co) we introduce several notations. For any 
01 E R and any domain G C R3 let LB,,(G) denote the (Hilbert) space of 
all functions u(x) such that 
II u 11:s~ = s, I(1 + I x I)0 44” dx < *. 
If 01 = 0 or if G = R3, the subscript 01 or G will be omitted. Note 
that the L, inner product (u, u) makes sense for u EL~,~ and w E L2,B 
with 01 + /I >, 0. For any x E C\(O, co) let the differential operators 
Sj ,.9, and 9r be defined by3 
9jU = SBj(Z)U = (&/aXj) + I-lZjU - iZ1’22jU, 
9~ = 9(z)u = (9@, gzu, Z&U) = grad u + Y-Lik - izY2%u, 
9$4 = 9r(x)u = (2, %4>, 
where r = 1 x 1, x” = r-lx = (Z1, Zs , Q, (a, b) = $, a,bj , and 
z1i2 is the square root of z such that Im $I2 >, 0.4 For h > 0 let 
9,~ = 9(X + iO)u = grad u + Y-lti - iA112%, etc., 
9-u = 9(h - iO)u = grad u + Y-%u + iW25u, etc.. 
3 C is the set of all complex numbers. 
4 Im = imaginary part. 
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The following theorem, which justifies a limiting absorption method 
and clarifies the spectral structure of H on (0, CD), has been established 
in Ikebe-SaitG [l]. 
THEOREM 1.1. (a) Let D be a bounded domain of C\R such that B, 
the closure of D, does not intersect (- 00, 01, and let f E L,,, , where y 
is greater than but su$cientZy close to & (0 < 27 - 1 < (1 + 26)/4). 
Then, if we denote the resolvent of H by R(z), z E D, u = u(z, f) = 
R(z) f E L, CL,.+, satis$es the inequalities 
II 24 IL-Y G c WI, > 
II Jald Ilv--1x1 d c llfll, (g = q4),5 
where C is a domain constant independent off. 
(b) (Limiting absorption method) u(x,f) is continuous in L,,+, with 
respect to z E C\R and f E L,,, ,6 and for any A > 0 the limit 
u(X f iO,f) = ‘j&h u(h f ie,f) = R(h & iO)f 
exists in L,,+, and the inequatities stated in (a) are satisfied with 
u = u(A f i0, f) and SS = 9* provided that h E D. If to each X > 0 
one assigns u(h + i0, f) and u(h - i0, f) as the boundary vaZues of 
u(z, f) on the upper and lower banks of the positive real line, then u(z, f) 
is continuous in L2,+ in z and f E L,,, when z varies over the closed upper 
or lower half-plane excepting (-co, 01. 
(c) Consider th e o f 11 owing problem. Given X > 0 and f E L,,, , 
jind a function u EL,,-, fuljilling 
Tu- Au =f, giu E L%4W- 
The above problem has a unique solution which coincides with u(X f i0, f ). 
(4 Forf, g EL,,, and any Borel set B C (0, co) we have 
(E(B)f,g) = (2xi)-‘lB (R(X +iO)f- R(h - iO)f,g) dA 
= (24-lj, {(R@ +iO)f,g) - (f, RCA +iO)g)l a. 
The part of H in E((0, co))H is absolutely continuous, i.e., (E,,f, f) for 
f E H is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R 
for h > 0, where Eh = E((- 00, A)). 
6 ER = {x E RS 1 I x / > R}. 
B In fact, u(z,f) is holomorphic in z. 
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A function u is said to satisfy the outgoing (incoming) radiation 
condition if 9+u E Lp,v--1(EI)(9-u ~La,~-r(Er)). The next theorem 
shows that one can expect to have u(h & i0, f) satisfy a stronger 
radiation condition if f is subject to a stricter restriction. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let f E L,,, CL,,, . Then in addition to all the 
assertions of Theorem 1 .l we have for u = u(h & i0, f) 
where C is a constant independent off and remains bounded ;f X varies 
over a bounded domain bounded away from 0, and R is suficiently large 
thath- V(x) >Ofor 1x1 >R. 
Sketch and idea of proof. We have only to show 9&u E Lp(ER) and 
the inequality. We do this for u(h + iO,f), since the case for u(h - i0, f) 
can be dealt with similarly. 
Let us define gvu and srvu by 
29”~ = grad u + r-% - i(X - V(X))~/~ 5~ = (SBlvu, 9f2vu, T&~u), 
.LsTVU = (x”,9%>. 
Then the inhomogeneous Schrodinger equation Tu - Au = f can be 
rewritten as 
- 1 (a/ax,) Bjvu + r-19,v~ - i(h - V(x))l12 S3vvu 
+ i[2(h - V(X))~/~]-~ (aV/tJr)u = f. 
Let R be so large that h - V(x) > 0 for x E ER . Such an R exists by 
Assumption (1.1). Take a smooth function v(r) which vanishes at 
r = R and equals 1 + r for r > R + 1. Multiply the above equation 
by CJI(] x I) grvu(x), integrate (by parts) over E, and take the real part 
(Re) of the resulting integrals. Then by a straightforward computation 
we obtain 
s [ ER ;&Wu12+(+$) /59/~/~]dx 
= Im 
I ER 2(h -? V)lP av ___ ar ’ gTvu dx
f,u ~3~ Vu dx + Re 
s yf Brvu dx, 
ER 
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where 
V,,(x) = (w/ax,) x”l, - (sjavpx,) = O(l x l--(3/2)--8), 
by Assumption (1.1). (We h ave used already known facts fror 
Theorem 1.1 to dispose of the involved surface integrals at infinity, 
Noting that u ELM,-, and 9u EL~,+~(EJ (Theorem l.l), tha 
+/ar = 1 and (y/r) - (a~/%) > 0 for x E E,+l , and that 
[W - (A - V(x))l/2] u EL,(EJJ, 
we now find it not hard to get to the assertion of our theorem. 
The next lemma will be used in the following section. Befor 
stating the lemma we introduce a notation: 
grad, U(X) = r[grad u - (x”au/ar)], 
so that y-l grad, u is the component of grad u orthogonal to x” o 
tangent to the surface of radius r = [ x I. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let X > 0 and f E L,,, . Then for u = u(h + i0, j 
there exists a sequence (rJ of positive numbers diverging to 00 such tha 




1 u(x)12 dS -+ 0, Y, 
I 
1 .Q+u(x)l” dS --+ 0, 
%I %I 
y, s I grad, u(~,,w)l” dw - 0, R 
where S, = {x I I x 1 = r} (S, = Q). 
Proof. We know in general that if g(x) is integrable over K 
then there exists a sequence (r,} diverging to co such that 
Y, s I &)I ds - 0 s’” 
as 12 -+ 00. To prove the lemma, therefore, we have only to note tha 
u EL,,+ and $@+u E L,(E,) (Theorem 1.2), and the definition o 
grad,. This proves the lemma. 
2. SPECTRAL REPRESENTATION (ISOMETRY) 
Let H, = E((0, co))H be the absolutely continuous subspace for 1 
(see Theorem 1.1(d)). In this section we shall establish the existence 
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of an isometry from H, to an L, space, by means of which H admits of 
a diagonal representation. For this purpose the quantity 
(W + iO)f - w - iO)f, f) (f EL2,l) 
is of fundamental importance, and we start with obtaining a convenient 
expression of this quantity. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let h > 0 and f E L,,, . Then for u = u(h + i0, f) = 
R(h + iO)fwe have 
@(A + io)f - R(X - iO)f, f) = Iii 2W2 Js, I +)I” dS 
n 
where {r,> is the sequence specifid in Lemma 1.3, and jl I/,, is the norm in 
the Hilbert space h = L&2) f II q o a s uare integrable functions over Q 
(the inner product in h will be denoted by ( , ),,). 
Proof. u and ii satisfy Tu - Au = f and Tii - hii = j. Multiplying 
the former equation by u and the latter by u, subtracting and inte- 
grating over Br, = {x 1 1 x 1 < r,}, we have by use of Green’s 
formula, 
= s [(g+,,.u)iz - u 3+,Tu] dS + 2W2 s 1 u I2 dS. Spn ST?2 
The first term on the right-hand side tends to 0 as n -+ co, by 
Lemma 1.3, while the left side tends to (R(h + i0) f - R(h - i0) f, f), 
which proves the lemma. 
It follows from the above lemma that the sequence 
{rneie(r~s’)u(rn*)} C h, 
where 0(r, w) is a real-valued function of w E Q, contains an h-weakly 
convergent subsequence. Our aim for the moment, however, is to 
show the strong convergence of {r, eie(r*r*) u(rm b)) (without taking any 
subsequence) by an appropriate choice of O(r, w). We choose 
6(~, w) = e(r, w, A) = --A’& + (2hl/z)-l 1’ V(SU) ds (w E Q). 
‘0 
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This is suggested by the distorted free propagator that appears in 
the definition of the modified wave operator for Schrodinger operators 
with long-range potentials (see, e.g., Alsholm-Kato [3]). But we do not 
enter into such an argument. 
Let us put 24 = u(h + ;O,f). 
U(Y) = reie(r*‘)u(r.), w+(r) = (2iA1/2)-1 reiecr**) 9+u(r.). 
Now our purpose is to prove the following 
LEMMA 2.2. {v(m)) is strongly convergent in h, whre {rm} is any 
sequence specifid in Lemma 1.3. 
To prove this lemma we prepare several propositions. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (w+(r,)} converges strongly to 0 as n --t 00. 
Proof. Straightforward from Lemma 1.3 and the definition of 
w+(r) -
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let q~ E Dom(A1j2) E h.7 Let r be su$icientZy large. 
Then there exists a constant C(r) independent of v such that C(r) tends to 
Oasr-tcoandforr <s, 
Icw-@) - w-(s)! dh 1 < C(r) 11 9, iih + c(l) r-1’2 11 A1’2v iih . 
Proof. We calculate (w-(s) - w-(r), v),, , using the equation 
Tu - Au = -u” - 2r-lu’ + rr2Au + Vu - hu = f verified by 
u = u(X + iO,f): 
(w-(s) - W-(r>, dh 
= J ’ (W-‘(Y), ‘&dy (’ = d/dr) 7 
= (2#/2)-1 I’ (rei@(r.*){u” + 2r-‘24’ + AU - VU} - VW+, y)h dr 
c 
= (2ijw2)-’ ITS [(Y%?ie’Ts’)h, v)h - (Yeie(r”)f, p)h + (VW+ , q)h] dr 
’ Dam(A) = domain of A. 
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r-l /I A% Ilh I/ A1’2(e-ie(‘9’)cp)jjh dr 
r 
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< [jr” jl A% 11; dr]li2 [jrs /; ,-1f11’2(,-is’r,“~)l/~ dr]1’2 
Recalling 11 f11i2p, # = JG (grad, v, grad, v) &J we have, for the first 
factor on the right side of the above inequality, 
js I/ LI*‘~u iii dr < jm dr s, I B+u I* dS = jEr I 8+u I2 dx. 
r T 
Next we have, for the second factor, 
s 




rm (Y-‘-‘~ (I y 11; + r-’ 11 A”$@ dr,8 
where we have made use of gradn e-ie(r+) = O(r(1/2)--6) as is seen 
from Assumption (1.1). Th us in view of the fact 9+u EL,(E,) 
(Theorem 1.2), we arrive at 
where C,(r) ---t 0 as r --+ co, and C,(r) is independent of v. 
The estimation of I2 and 1, are as follows. 
1 I, 1 < const 
s m Y ilf(y*)lih 11 ‘4’ /ih dy r 
-< const [jy y4 ~lflj~ dr]“’ [jm Y-’ /I ‘p 11; dr]“’ 
T T 
< const r-lJ2 [jEr 1 yf12 dx]li2 /I ‘P /jh < C2(y) // 9) /ih 9 
s 
m 




< const y-l-26 dr 
T 




* If 6 > I, 6 should be replaced by 1. 
580/20/2-6 
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where C,(r) and C,(r) tend to 0 as r -+ co, since f E L,,, and 
9+u EL,(E,). 
Using the above estimates for I1 , Iz , and 1a we easily get to the 
conclusion of our proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. For any 9 E Dom(A1/2) and for r, < r, we have 
where C(rm) tends to 0 as m -+ co. 
Proof. Since we have 
h+m) - v(m), dh 1 < I(w+(rm) - w+(m), dh I + I(w-(rm) - W-(yn), dh t, 
our inequality follows immediately from Propositions 2.3 and 2.4. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. We put p = v(rm) in Proposition 2.5 and 
note that there is a constant M such that II v(Y,)/I~ < M, 
rrn -“’ 11 /11’2v(r,)ll, < M 
for all m, as can be seen from Lemmas 2.1 and 1.3. Then we have 
I(v(rm) - v(m), v(Ym))h I < const C(min{rrn , rn>). 
Quite similarly, 
I(v(rm) - v(rn)p +,))h 1 < const Ctrninkm , rn}). 
Combining these inequalities we obtain 
II +A - +,)llh2 < c0ns.t W-W, , r,}). 
The right-hand side tends to 0 as m, n -+ oo, which proves the strong 
convergence of {v(r,)>. Lemma 2.2 has now been shown. 
Now let {m’} be another sequence diverging to co which satisfies 
the properties stated in Lemma 1.3. Corresponding to this sequence 
we can consider {v(r,‘)) and assert by Lemma 2.2 that {v(r,‘)} is 
strongly convergent. We claim that {v(r,)} and {v(r,‘)} have the same 
limit. In fact, let {ri} be the sequence formed by combining (rm> and 
{rn’}. (Y:} has the properties stated in Lemma 1.3. Since {v(r,)} and 
{v(r,‘)} are subsequences of {v(ri)}, lim v(Y~) = lim v(rz) = lim v(r,‘), 
which was to be shown. Thus the following definition makes sense. 
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DEFINITION 2.6. For A > 0 and f E L,,l let S(h): L,,, -+ h be 
defined by 
.F(h)f = 71-1’2A1’*s-lj+~ r,f?ie(T4k(X + iO,f)(rn.), 
where {r,} is any sequence specified in Lemma 1.3. 
LEMMA 2.7. F(X) is a bounded linear operator: L,,, -+ h for X > 0. 
F(X)f is uniformly continuous with respect to h in any compact interval 
contained in (0, GO) in the topology of h for fixed f E L,,, (and hence 
,F(X)f is jointly continuous in h andf ). 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that 
lj .9-(A)fj/,2 = (2nzy (R(A + iO)f - R(h - qf, f) 
< const iifii~ < const Iifil,“. 
This implies the first assertion, and also shows with Theorem 1.1(b) 
that 11 F(A)f II,, is continuous in h and thus locally bounded for h > 0. 
To prove the second assertion, therefore, it suffices to show that 
(S(A)f, v),, is continuous in X > 0 for smooth v E h, since smooth y’s 
form a dense set in h. 
Let us put 
z),(x, /\) = (2i771’2/\1’4)-1 y le-iscr*j”A)fp(p) (r) (r = I x I), 
&(X, 4 = (T - 4 vv = &,1(X7 4 + .L2(Xl4, 
gm,2(x, A) = i(2W-1 y-2 (Jar (1 q’(sq ds) %(X, 4, 
where p(r) is a smooth function of r such that p(r) = 0 near r = 0 and 
p(r) = 1 near r = co. Now we have 
(S(h)f, F)~ = 77-1’2X1’4 lh(rneie(rn,‘-A)u(A + iO)(r;), P))~ 
= 2iPJ2 lim 
n+m s u(h + iO)(x) v,(x, A) dx sm 
9 s-lim = strong limit. 
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where we have used the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, 
noting that u(h + iO,f) EL,,-, , o,(*, X) EL,,-, , .9+u E L,(E,) and 
&B+zI, E L,(E,). The first term of the last member of the above relation 
is easily seen to be significant and continuous in h, since g,,,(*, h) and 
~~(a, h) are continuous, respectively, in L,,: and L,,-, (which can be 
checked by using (i) and (ii) of Assumption (l.l), for g,,, does not 
involve any second derivative of V(X)). The second term can be trans- 
formed by using partial integration over S,: 
= Iorn dr s, (grad,[u(X + iO)(rw) er,(rw)], /Or grad, V(SW) ds) dw 
= JR3 v2 ( gradn[ua, IO’ grad, L’(6) d3) dx. 
One can check by using (i) and (ii) of (1.1) and Theorem 1.1 that 
r-l grad, u E L,(E,), r-l grad, V, E L,(E,) and r-l Ji grad, V(‘(sZ) ds = 
O(Y--(~/~)+), and then the above expression is continuous in h. This is 
what was to be shown. 
It should be remarked here that in the above proof we have never 
made use of (ii) of Assumption (1.1). This has been possible, because 
924(X + iO,f) EL,(E,) iffEL2,i. (Compare the proof of Lemma 3.2, 
where use will be made of (iii) of (1. l), though at the same time F(h) 
will be extended to L,,, .) 
Now we are ready to state and prove the following expansion 
theorem associated with our Schrhdinger operator H. The adjoint of 
=w% SC4 *> will be seen to play the part of an eigenfunction, or, 
rather, an eigenoperator. Here we shall show only the isometry of 9 
(defined below), or the completeness of the eigenoperators (S(h)*j, 
while the orthogonality of {p(h)*} or the unitarity of 9 will be 
discussed in the next section. 
THEOREM 2.8. (a) Letf, g EL~,~ and P,, = E(0, oo), the projection 
onto the absolutely continuous subspace for H (so that P&I = H,). 
Let A = L,((O, 00); h) be the Hilbert space of all h-valued square 
integrable functions over (0, ,).l” Let g be defined by 
lo The norm and inner product of fi will be denoted by 11 ilfi and ( , )fi . 
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Then for any Bore1 set B C (0, GO), 
(E(B)f, d = j, ((pf)(hh tFd@))h dx, 
and, in particular, Sf E fi and the following relations hold: 
(2.4) 
(p,,cfi d = (FfP Fg)fi = jz ((*f)($ (9d(A>)h dh 
0 
II P,,fll” = Ii p.llh = SE II ~V)f 11; dA. 
0 
(b) The operator 9 defked above on L,,, can be uniquely extended 
to a partially isometric operator from L, into fi with initial set H,, 
(which will be denoted by 9 also). For any bounded Bore1 function 01 on 
R we have 
where by 01 is meant the operator of multiplication by the function a(h) 
(on (0, 00)). (This is a diagonal representation of H.) 
(c) For a bounded Bore1 set B C (0, 00) whose closure does not 
contain 0, define FB* by 
FB*f^ = j 9(X)*&X) dh for pda. 
B 
Then SB * is not only a bounded operator, fi --+ L,,-, , but also a partially 
isometric operator, fi -+ H,, , with initial set 9(9E(B)) and final set 
E(B)H, = E(B)H, and se* = (SE(B))*.l’ Let sN* = S&I,~] for 
N > 0. Then s - lim,,, SN* exists and equals 9* that is a partial 
isometry from 93?(S) onto H,, . This implies the inversion formula: 
f = S;Ji~ j F(h)* (=Tf )Gv d/k 
[N-‘,N] 
(d) Let u E Co”(R3), C” f uric ions t with compact support on R3. 
Then S(A) Tu = hY(h)u. 
(e) F(h)*: h --t L,,-, is an eigenoperator of H with eigenvalue X 
in the sense thatfor any F E h, TS(X)*g, = W(h)*v in the distribution 
sense. 
I1 .2(A) = the range of A. 
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Proof. For (a) we have only to prove (2.4), the measurability of 
GTf x4 b em o * g b vious from Lemma 2.7. Equation (2.4) follows from 
Definition 2.6, Lemma 2.1, and Theorem 1 .I (or 1.2(d)). 
The first assertion of (b) is almost obvious, since extension by 
continuity is possible by virtue of (a). The second is obvious if 
01 = xB , the characteristic function of B, by (2.4) and the extensibility 
of fl already shown. For arbitrary 01 we need only to make use of 
approximation by a sequence of simple functions. 
The measurability of F(X)* follows from Lemma 2.7. Conse- 
quently, FB*j is significant and EL,,-, . That p** is bounded is clear 
from the fact that 11 ~(h)\js~~,,,, ) is bounded in X E B (Lemma 2.7).12 
In order to prove the partial isometry of s’* it is enough to show 
FB* = (FE(B))*, since FE(B) is a partial isometry, as is seen 
from (b): 
= (V)% -Wf) = s, Il(~-W)f)(4ll~ dx. 
Moreover, as will be shown below (Lemma 2.9), SE(B)f = xBSf. 
Hence we have 
((~-WN*f~ d = (3~ ~WWfi = j- (f^(% (~d(W, dh 
B 
zzz 
s, (f(% ~Ngh dh = 1, PV)* f@), d dh 
for every 3~ A and g EL,,, . Since L,,, is dense, this shows %B* = 
(SE(B))*. Putting EN = E([N-l, Nj), we have sN = (SEN)* = 
E,*S-* = ENS*, whence follows the strong convergence of {3j,*} 
to s*. 
To prove (d) let us consider f = Tu - Au E Com(R3). Since 
u E Com(R3) satisfies the outgoing (as well as incoming) radiation 
condition, u = R(h + iO)f (=R(h - iO)f). In view of the definition of 
p(h) and the fact u E C,” it follows that F(A)f = 0, which was to be 
shown. 
To prove (e) it suffices to show (s(h)*v, Tu) = (T(X)*,, Au) for 
u E Com(R3). But this is true because of(d). 
The proof of the theorem is now complete. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let 01 be as in Theorem 2.8(b). Then for any f E H,, , 
(~4wm = 4w~f)(4 a.e. 
I2 /I A IIB(x,+,, is the operator norm of A: Xl + X2. 
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Proof. It suffices to prove the assertion for a(h) = xs(h), where B 
is any Bore1 set of (0, co), for any arbitrary 01 can be approximated by a 
sequence of simple functions. We have by Theorem 2.8(b) (whose 
proof does not depend on Theorem 2.8(c)), 
jB lWWW(4 - Eff)(~)lli dh = JB IIFJVW) - I>f)@)li~ d/+ 
= ii E(B)(E(B) - l)fi~’ = 0, 
c &FE(B)f)(h)lli dA = // E(F) E(B)fjj2 = 0 (B’ =- (0, co)\B). ‘B’ 
It follows that (FE(B)f )(h) = (Ff )(h) for a.e. h E B and 
for a.e. h 6 B, which was to be proved. 
The above lemma, which is a stronger version of Theorem 2.8(b), 
will also be used in the following section to prove the unitarity of 
%-: I-I,, -+ A. 
We close this section by remarking that in our discussion so far 
we have never made use of (iii) of Assumption (1.1). 
3. SPECTRAL REPRESENTATION (UNITARITY) 
Our purpose here is to prove 
THEOREM 3.1. 9?(F) = A, or equivalently, 
.N(F--*) Ez {f E A / $F*f^ = O} = 0. 
In order to prove the theorem we prepare a lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. The operator S(h): L,,, -+ h can be extended to a 
bounded linear operator from L,,, to h. Denoting the extended operator by 
S(h) again, we have for q~ E h andf E L,._,, , 
(93 ww)h = r -1’2h1’4 lim(v, r,e nip ~“““‘.‘u(r,.))h ) (3-l) 
where u = u(h + i0, f) = R(h + iO)f, and {r,> is any sequence 
diverging to co such that for n -+ co, 
l-2Y 
r n f 1 @)I” dS + 0, 
2Y-1 rn s I 9+u(x)12 dS + 0. ‘s 
'n sy,, 
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Proof. The existence of {r,] stated in the lemma is guaranteed 
by Theorem 1.1 (cf. the proof of Lemma 1.3). That F(h) can be 
extended by continuity to L,,, (1 L,,,) is clear from the inequality 
II T@lf Ilh G const Ilf /Iy mentioned at the beginning of the proof of 
Lemma 2.7. 
We first note that it suffices to prove (3.1) for smooth y E h. Indeed, 
proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we can see that {eu(r,)} = 
(,-lP~Wyn e@(~zz, ‘)~(r, -)) is bounded uniformly in n. Since smooth 
q’s are dense in h, we have thus the weak convergence (3.1) of {w(P)>. 
Now suppose that v is smooth, and let us define 
v(x) = r-le-ie(r*w)y(w) p(r) (x = rw), 
where p(r) is a smooth function of r > 0 which is 0 near r = 0 and 1 
near Y = co. Then by a straightforward calculation using alf of (i), (ii), 
and (iii) of Assumption (1.1) we can see that 
v E-&.-y , 99 E L2,v-1 7 g ze TV - Xv EL,,, . 
Note that we have made explicit use of (iii) of (1.1) for the first time. 
We remark that the method of proof for Lemma 2.1 yields 
(R(h + wg - w - iO)g,f) = (v,f) - (99 4 
= 2iW lim 
n-m f 
v(x) u(x) dS, 
Srrl 
where we should note that for ZI or g any diverging sequence {P) has 
the properties described in the lemma. Therefore, we have 
l$$w w(r,>)it = iz ~n2(V(~,>, W(~,))h = WwAf) - (g, 41, 
where C(X) = (2i)-%~~/~X-~/4. On the other hand, we have 
for f E L,,, . Both sides are continuous in f in L,,, (note that 
R(h + i0): L,,, -+ L,,-, is continuous (Theorem 1 .l)). The above 
equation is thus valid for our f E L,,, . This completes the proof of 
our lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let Jo JV(F*). We have to show 4 = 0. 
First we show that X&E X(9*) for any Bore1 set B C (0, oo). Indeed, 
by Lemma 2.9 we have for any g E H, 
(~‘XB3>8) = (XB3, eT);i = (39 xs~& = (3, =(m)~ = 0, 
becausepis orthogonal to a(F). This means x*~ZE X(9*). 
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Take B = (h, , h,) (0 < Xi < h2). In view of Theorem 2.8(c) we 
have 
which shows %(h)*j(X) = 0 for a.e. h > 0, since h, and ha are 
arbitrary. Forming the L, inner product with g EL,,, gives 
0 = (~@)*m, g) = (JGb W)& . 
By Lemma 3.2, we can regard the above equation as valid for any 
g EL2,v 3 and we have 
0 = (f(X), 2qx)g)h = TTT-l’2Al’4 lii-$j(h), Y,e~~(~4T(r,.))h ) 
where V(X) = R(X + iO)g, and {r,} has the properties stated in 
Lemma 3.2. 
Now let y be a smooth element of h, and put 
vm(x) = r-leciscT4p(w), g,=(T-A)v,. 
As was shown in the proof of Lemma 3.2, g,E L,,, and v, = R(h + iO)g,. 
Therefore, if we put g = g, , we have 
0 = (f(A), F(A)g,), = 7?‘“A”“(j(A), p)h . 
Since 9) is arbitrary, we obtaini = 0 for a.e. h > 0, as desired. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Although we have been considering the Schrodinger operator in R3, 
this is no essential restriction at all. In almost the same fashion we can 
carry out our procedures in n dimensions (n 3 1). This situation may 
be compared with Saito [6], whose results cannot be applied directly to 
the Schrodinger operator in R2. 
As to the introduction of perturbation via short-range potentials 
we should remark the following. There is no problem, if the short- 
range potential Vs(x) is 0( / x j--(3/2)-*) (6 > 0), or if V, is in Cl near 00, 
Vs(x) = 0( 1 x I-‘-“) and grad Vs(x) = 0( I x /-3/2--s). But it appears 
that trouble occurs in the proof of Theorem 1.2 if one wishes to argue, 
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when VS(x) = 0( 1 x 1 -1--6) exists simply, as we have done. A way out 
of this difficulty, however, may come from the following device. Let 
J&(X + i0) denote the boundary value of the resolvent of the operator 
Hs = --d + V(x) + V&>, where VS = O(j x j-l-“). Define the 
operator .&(A) by 
Ps(X) = %(X)(1 - I/‘&@ + i0)). (4.1) 
This is well defined, for VS.&(X + i0) is a bounded operator in L,,, . 
Then it would be possible for one to obtain a spectral representation 
for Hs of the same kind as we have discussed. At any rate, the intro- 
duction of singularities in a bounded domain, if they are not too strong, 
does no harm to the body of our theory. 
Formula (4.1) looks useful when one is treating perturbation by 
short-range potentials. The use of (4.1) may be discussed elsewhere. 
It is also possible to take into account the effect of the magnetic 
vector field as in [I]. This will of course complicate the handling, 
however. 
Finally, we remark on our Assumption (1.1). This assumption on 
V(X) is closely connected with the choice of the function 0(r, w, X). A 
more elaborate choice of e(r, w, X) would enable one to develop a 
theory with a more slowly decaying potential. This situation corre- 
sponds to a more elaborate choice of the distorted free propagator in 
the definition of the modified wave operator (see Alsholm[7]). 
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